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Year 3/4  - Week 8 -  Learning at Home  

Below is an example of a home learning timetable that you may choose to follow. Each of the activities 
included in this document are designed to last for approximately 30 minutes. 

 

Please note: There is a Reading task (paraphrase - Day 2) and Maths task (Day 1)  that we have asked 

you to send to your classroom teacher via Google Classroom (see * to indicate the task that needs to be 

uploaded).  Please upload on to Google Classroom (GC) by Friday morning. Your child’s teacher will 

provide individual feedback on GC.   

Weekly Focus 

Reading Paraphrasing 

Writing COVID Time Capsule 

Spelling Short /i/ spelling patterns 

Maths The four operations +  -  x   ÷ 

STEAM Make a parachute 

BQT Reconciliation 

Optional  Melissa Horne Challenge 

 

 

Day 1 

Reading 
 

We are learning to paraphrase to help us understand what we have read. 
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Paraphrasing is when I can use my own words to tell someone else about what I have read. 
 
When paraphrasing, ask yourself: 

- What key words and ideas are the most important in this sentence? 
- How might I say it in my own words? 
- Can I go back and reread this paragraph? 
- What is it telling me? How do I know?  

 
Here is an example:  
 
Original text: 
New York, an engaging city with a vibrant ambience and exhilarating pace, is one of the 
foremost tourist destinations in the world. 
 
Paraphrasing: 
One of the most popular places in the world to visit is New York. People love to visit because 
it is exciting and interesting. 
 
Task: Read ONE of these articles about COVID-19. Choose one article and in a few sentences 
try to tell someone what the article was about  in your own words (paraphrase) and include 
this in your writing capsule (see writing resources below). 
 

a) World Health Organisation officially names coronavirus COVID-19: 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/health/working-to-protect-australians-during-global-

coronavirus-outbreak/news-story/902750caae1f5048c2b7cf3b69698ace 

b) Record history in your COVID-19 time capsule: 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/history/record-history-in-your-covid19-time-

capsule/news-story/164c892989b69423302655540f76d461 

c) What the easing of coronavirus restrictions means for you and your family: 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/news/what-the-easing-of-coronavirus-restrictions-

means-for-you/news-story/b496f39a306fcf6a47a119bfc5c7c912 

Writing Refer to the COVID-19 writing reflection task below. See Resource Day One: Writing 

Maths * Multi-step worded problems involving a mix of addition, subtraction, multiplication or 
division. 
 
Warm Up: Start to fill in the ‘Multiplication Mosaic’ (see Day 1 resources below). This will be 
your warm up all week. Colour in a few boxes each day. Work out the answers to the 
multiplication equations and then colour them in according to the code. 
 
Introduction: This week we are looking at worded problems that often have more than one 
step involved in order to work out the answer. You will need to read the questions carefully 
to decide whether you need to use addition, subtraction, multiplication or division and which 
step you need to work through first. Today’s problems will only involve addition or 
subtraction.  

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/health/working-to-protect-australians-during-global-coronavirus-outbreak/news-story/902750caae1f5048c2b7cf3b69698ace
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/health/working-to-protect-australians-during-global-coronavirus-outbreak/news-story/902750caae1f5048c2b7cf3b69698ace
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/history/record-history-in-your-covid19-time-capsule/news-story/164c892989b69423302655540f76d461
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/history/record-history-in-your-covid19-time-capsule/news-story/164c892989b69423302655540f76d461
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/news/what-the-easing-of-coronavirus-restrictions-means-for-you/news-story/b496f39a306fcf6a47a119bfc5c7c912
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/news/what-the-easing-of-coronavirus-restrictions-means-for-you/news-story/b496f39a306fcf6a47a119bfc5c7c912
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Watch Carol’s video that was posted on Google Classroom today, to see an example of a 
two-step addition/subtraction worded problem being worked out. 
 
Activity: Please complete the following worded problems. There are 2 sets, have a look at 
the numbers involved and then choose the set that you think is most suited to your level. 
 

Set A 

1. Kelly and Kate were allowed to swim in the pool for 20 minutes. First, they swam laps 
for 7 minutes, then they swam underwater for 2 minutes, then they played water 
polo for 8 minutes. How much time do they have left to spend in the pool? 

 

2. Peter read 34 pages of his book before lunch. He read 26 pages in the afternoon and 
he read some before bedtime. In total, he has read 132 pages today. How many 
pages did he read before bedtime? 

 

3. The drama club had 3 weeks to sell 300 tickets to their show. In the first week they 
sold 84, in the second week they sold 145 tickets. How many tickets do they need to 
sell in week 3 in order to reach their target of 300 ticket sales? 

 

4. Kim and Jenny had a competition to see who could collect the most shells at the 
beach. On Tuesday Kim collected 42 and Jenny collected 51. On Wednesday Kim 
collected 66 and Jenny collected 17. Who has collected the most and how many more 
did they collect than the other person? 

 

5. A milk-dairy produces 350 litres of milk every day. It supplies 215 litres of milk to a 
milk-depot and the rest to the market. How much milk is supplied to the market? 

  

Set B 

1. Kelly and Kate were allowed to swim in the pool for 80 minutes. First, they swam laps 
for 17 minutes, then they swam underwater for 23 minutes, then they played water 
polo for 18 minutes. How much time do they have left to spend in the pool? 

 

2. Peter read 134 pages of his book before lunch. He read 226 pages in the afternoon 
and he read some before bedtime. In total, he has read 530 pages today. How many 
did he read before bedtime? 
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3. The drama club had 3 weeks to sell 5,000 tickets to their show. In the first week they 
sold 1,284, in the second week they sold 2,145 tickets. How many tickets do they 
need to sell in week 3 in order to reach their target of 5,000 ticket sales? 

 

4. Kim and Jenny had a competition to see who could collect the most shells at the 
beach. In March Kim collected 3,142 and Jenny collected 2,451. In April Kim collected 
4,766 and Jenny collected 5,117. Who has collected the most and how many more 
did they collect than the other person? 

 

5. A milk-dairy produces 25,545 litres of milk every day. It supplies 15,625 litres of milk 
to a milk-depot, 4,132 litres to a supermarket chain and the rest to the market. How 
much milk is supplied to the market? 

BQT 

 

Reconciliation 
Throughout your discoveries about how Captain Cook  explored the east coast of what later 
would be called Australia and the arrival of the First Fleet, there is some history that is not as 
well known but plays a key role in who we are as a nation. It is important to talk about the 
traditional owners of the land who had lived here for tens of  thousands of years. 
 
It is important for us to acknowledge that land that had been occupied, was taken by the 
British from the Indigenous people. This week you will be looking at how Australia is 
promoting equality and  still continuing to acknowledge the past and mend the relationships 
between Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders and other Australians. This process is 
called Reconciliation.  
 
 
Task 1: 
Watch: Reconciliation week video (hug experiment) and record 5-6 points of what you 
believe are important issues.  
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/reconciliation-week/10526496 
 
There is a word called ‘prejudice’ in this clip. Look up the meaning of the word to gain a 
deeper understanding of the issues that are being discussed. 
 
Task 2:  
Watch: Reconciliation Week 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OP6oyziabE 
 
Write a small paragraph about what this may be referring to.  
 

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/reconciliation-week/10526496
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OP6oyziabE
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Optional 
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Resource Day One: Writing 

                                    COVID-19: Writing Reflection Tasks                

Task: Create a Time capsule for COVID-19 2020 
Things to include: 

● Some photos from this time 
● Newspaper clippings and/or small reflections of your understanding after reading these articles (see 

Day 1 reading task) 
● Any art work or project you created (or photo of it) 
● Family /pet pictures 
● Special memories/artefacts  
● Choose TWO of the options below to also complete and put in the capsule 

 

Option 1: Reflection writing: How I’m feeling during this time (this could be a poem) 
Include: 
Words to describe how you are feeling 
What you have learned most from this experience 
What you are most grateful/thankful for 
The three things you are most excited to do when this is over (this must be in full sentences). 
What things you are doing to help feel connected/have fun outside (e.g. hearts in window, teddies in 
windows, chalk notes on the footpath etc) 
How are you connecting with others? 
 

Option 2: Interview your parents or another family member (grandparents, aunties, uncles, cousins etc) 
about this time 
Questions to possibly ask: 
What has been the biggest challenge? 
How are you finding Learning at Home? 
Your top 3 moments from this experience - what are you most thankful for? 
What activities/hobbies have you most liked doing during this time? 
What is your favourite inside family activity? 
What is your favourite time of day and why? 
What are you most looking forward to after this is over? 
 

Option 3: Write a letter to yourself about your experience during Covid-19 
Possible things to include: 
Your daily schedule - what you did on break times when you were ‘Learning at Home’? 
What did you do during the weekend when you were social distancing? 
Who and how you contacted people? 
What was the biggest challenge? What surprised you the most about this time? 
What did you enjoy the most about the experience? 
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Option 4: Create a writing piece (it could be a narrative, poem, play, script or other genre): 
The narrative could be about a character's experience or your own during Covid-19. Make sure you include 
pictures/illustrations/photos. Or you could use something that happened during Covid-19 as a seed to a 
story. You could also write a persuasive text. For example, arguing why school should or should not return. 

Resource Day 1 - Maths Warm Up 

 

 

 

Day 2 

Reading* 
 

The paragraph below is part of the fable, The Lion and the Mouse. Please read it. 
 
One hot day the lion was asleep in his cave. A little mouse ran over 

his paw and up onto his nose. The lion woke up with a roar. He grabbed the mouse with his 

paw. He was just about to eat the mouse when she cried, “Please don’t eat me. One day I 
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might be able to help you.” The Lion laughed but he let the little mouse go. A few days 

later, the lion was out hunting in the jungle. He got caught in a trap made of rope. 

 

You are now going to paraphrase this story, one sentence at a time. Use your knowledge 

of synonyms to change as many words as you can while keeping the same meaning. The 

first sentence has been completed for you as an example. 

 

Story Paraphrase 

One hot day the lion was asleep in his 

cave. 

On a scorching day, the lion was snoring in 
his den. 

A little mouse ran over 

his paw and up onto his nose.  

 

The lion woke up with a roar.  

He grabbed the mouse with his paw.   

He was just about to eat the mouse when 

she cried, “Please don’t eat me.” 

 

“One day I might be able to help you.”  

The Lion laughed but he let the little 

mouse go.  

 

A few days later, the lion was out hunting 

in the jungle. He got caught in a trap made 

of rope. 

 

 
 

Writing Continue the COVID-19 writing reflection task from Day One. 

Spelling Ways of spelling the short /i/ sound 
 
The short /i/ sound can obviously be made with the letter ‘i’ in a closed syllable, like in the 
word ‘bit’. There are a few less common ways this sound is spelled. 

- Using  the letter ‘y’, like in the word ‘gym’ 
- It can also be found in words that end in ‘age’ like ‘village’. 

 
Activity: Choose one of the spelling lists below, that you think best suits you. Use your 
Spelling Menu (from previous weeks) to get ideas for practising your spelling. Before next 
week, ask a grown up/older sibling to test you on your words! 
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 Green Words Orange Words Red Words 

bring lavish drizzle 

thrill ditch garish 

gym symbol typical 

myth mystic symptom 

cabbage sausage wreckage 

passage package pilgrimage 
 

Maths Warm up: Continue with the times tables colouring-in sheet. 
 
Introduction: Today’s worded problems might involve multiplication or division, as well as 
subtraction and addition. Remember to think about what operations (+, -, x, ÷) you need 
to use, and in what order you need to do each step, to work out the answer. 
 
Watch Carol’s video that was posted on Google Classroom today, for an example of how 
to work through a multi-step problem with multiplication or division. 
 
Activity: Please complete the following worded problems.   
 

1. Justin loves to run and is training for a marathon at the end of the month. His 
training program has him running 8 kilometres three times during the week, and 16 
kilometres on a weekend day. How many kilometres does he run in a week?  

  

2. Hannah is making a red fruit salad because red is her favourite colour. She cuts up 
28 pieces of watermelon and puts it in a bowl. Because she really loves 
strawberries, she wants 4 times as many pieces of strawberries as pieces of 
watermelon. Then she adds half as many raspberries as strawberries. How many 
pieces of fruit are in her fruit salad?  

  

3. Ali is hanging up flyers around her school. She started with 96 flyers. She hung 30 
flyers around one side of the building, and she hung half as many flyers on the 
other side of the building. How many flyers does she have left?  

 

4. Charlie swims laps in the pool every day during the week before school. On 
Monday and Tuesday he swims 28 laps each day. On Wednesday and Thursday he 
triples the number of laps he swims. By Friday, he does 10 less laps than he does 
on Monday. How many total laps does he swim during the week?  
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BQT Today we continue to explore how we as a nation are continuing to try and mend 
relationships between Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders and other Australians.  
 
Watch: BTN Indigenous History and take notes about the key events and moments (you 
need some of this information for the BQT lesson on Day 4). 
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/indigenous-history-special/12133178 
 
Answer the questions below in your workbook. 

1. What do you think are the main points raised in the Wave Hill story? 
2. Where is Wave Hill? 
3. Who were the Aboriginal stockmen working for? 
4. How long were the Aboriginal stockmen on strike? 
5. Why did they go on strike?  
6. Why is handing back the land to the Indigenous people so important? 
7. Who was Vincent Lingiari?  
8. How did the Wave Hill walk off help Aboriginal land rights?  

P.E Opening/Warm-up – Switch superhero costumes to the Black Panther and complete the 4 
minute workout found in the link. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SDWArXm4mA&list=PLvuT1Bjs2VSF0Yqahj8VAKBwyYFnLJIDa&index=
12 

or complete as many of the exercise options found in the table below as you wish. 
 

Choice 1 Choice 2 Choice 3 Choice 4 Choice 5 

- Star jumps for 
30 seconds 
- Toe touches 
for 30 seconds 
- Arm circles for 
30 seconds 
- Sit ups for 30 
seconds 
- Push ups for 
30 seconds 

Rest and 
repeat 3 times 

- Bear crawl for 
1 minute 
- Crab walk for 
1 minute 
- Crocodile 
crawl for 1 
minute 
- Frog leap for 
30 seconds 

Rest and 
repeat 3 times 

  

Find a line to 
use 
- Hop back and 
forth over it 
with both feet 
for 1 minute 
- Hop with right 
foot for 1 
minute 
- Hop with left 
foot for 1 
minute 
Repeat facing 

right, then 
facing left 

Balance: 
- Stand on right 
foot for 30 
seconds 
- Stand on left 
foot for 30 
seconds 
- Pretend you 
are on a 
balance beam 
and walk heel 
to toe for 30 
seconds. 
Repeat 3 times 

Outdoor 
scavenger hunt 
Find: 
- 5 circle items 
- 5 square items 
- 5 rectangle 
items 
- 5 triangle 
items 

Punting – This is our final week on punting. Hopefully your ability to punt a ball has 
improved over the last few weeks and the process of punting has become more simple 
and automatic. You can always refer back to the instructional poster and/or video that has 
been included in the PE lessons in recent weeks to refresh your memory or to revise your 
technique. 

a)      Let’s begin this week in a similar way to how we finished last week’s PE lesson. 
Find a ball that is suitable for punting, head outside and play kick-to-kick with another 

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/indigenous-history-special/12133178
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SDWArXm4mA&list=PLvuT1Bjs2VSF0Yqahj8VAKBwyYFnLJIDa&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SDWArXm4mA&list=PLvuT1Bjs2VSF0Yqahj8VAKBwyYFnLJIDa&index=12
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person or set up a goal and punt your ball towards it. Play for approximately 10 
minutes. 

b)      ‘Marble Punt’ – You can play this by yourself, although it will be better if there is 
another person who can play with you. You will require two balls. 

Begin by punting a ball as far as you can. The other player then punts their ball, attempting 
to hit their ball onto yours. Their second and third kicks, if required, are taken from where 
their ball stops. If they have not yet hit your ball after 3 attempts, you are allowed to punt 
your ball away to avoid it being hit. When your ball is hit, swap roles with your partner. 

If you are playing on your own, you can act as both the first punter and then as the punter 
trying to hit the ball. 

c)       ‘Over the Guard’ – One person acts as a punter and the other acts as a guard. 

The guard begins by standing 6-8 metres away from the punter. The punter tries to punt 
the ball over or past the guard. If successful, the guard takes a step back and the punter 
tries again. The guard can act as a goalkeeper and move to try to stop the ball. Repeat 
until the guard stops the ball or you run out of room and then swap roles. 

If there is not another person to act as a guard, place an object like a chair or bench and 
try to punt over it. If successful, move the object a step back and repeat, or take a step 
back from the object and punt from further away. 

 

 

Day 3 

Reading 
 

Read: Aboriginal Australian culture 
https://www.natgeokids.com/au/discover/history/general-history/aboriginal-australian-
culture/ 
 
Task: Verbally paraphrase the article to a family member or call a grandparent and tell 
them about the article in your own words. 
 
Independent Reading: Read your own book for at least 15 minutes. 

Writing Continue the COVID-19 writing reflection task from Day One. 

Maths Warm Up:  Continue with the times tables colouring-in sheet 
 
Introduction: Today’s worded problems might involve multiplication or division, as well as 
subtraction and addition.  
 
There are 4 doctors working in a clinic. Each doctor has 2 nurses assisting them. There are 
two receptionists, Jay and Molly, working at the reception.  
 
1. How many people are working in the clinic? 

https://www.natgeokids.com/au/discover/history/general-history/aboriginal-australian-culture/
https://www.natgeokids.com/au/discover/history/general-history/aboriginal-australian-culture/
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2. On Monday, 23 patients made appointments with each doctor. However, 6 of the 
patients did not show up. How many patients visited the clinic on Monday?  
 
3. On Tuesday, Jay answered 45 phone calls and Molly answered 12 more calls than Jay 
did. How many calls were answered in total?  
 
4. On Wednesday, a doctor called in sick. The two nurses and Jay called 36 patients in total 
to reschedule their appointments. How many calls did they each make?  
 
5. Among the calls they made, 13 of the patients decided to cancel their appointments and 
the rest decided to postpone their appointments. How many appointments were 
postponed?  
 
Extension Question. Write an equation using “x” and then solve the equation (find out the 
value of “x”).  
For each patient they see, each doctor can get paid $80. If there are x patients on that day, 
the doctor will be paid $1760. 
 

BQT Task: From the collection of short videos (link below), we want you to select any TWO and 
watch them. From what you have watched, create a display about what you now know.  
 
You can create a poster or Pic Collage - it is up to you!  
 
https://education.abc.net.au/newsandarticles/blog/-/b/2381065/best-indigenous-
themed-resources-for-primary-english-on-abc-education 

Art Introduction - Drawing Upside Down  
The most challenging part of drawing is being able to look at an object carefully. In 
everyday life we look at objects a certain way. When we change the direction of the object 
it becomes more difficult to draw. 
 
Task 
Below is a picture of a Converse sneaker upside down. 
You need to draw this picture the way you are looking at it – upside down. 
Your brain will want to try to turn it, this is the challenge – draw what you can see, not 
what you think you can see.  
 

https://education.abc.net.au/newsandarticles/blog/-/b/2381065/best-indigenous-themed-resources-for-primary-english-on-abc-education
https://education.abc.net.au/newsandarticles/blog/-/b/2381065/best-indigenous-themed-resources-for-primary-english-on-abc-education
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Day 4 

Reading 
 

Read ONE of the following articles and paraphrase the main ideas in your workbook. 
● When paraphrasing, ask yourself: What key words and ideas are the most 

important in this sentence? How might I say it in my own words? 
 
Hungry otters- https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/researchers-discover-stone-
juggling-is-more-than-just-playtime-for-hungry-otters/news-
story/0627fd2ea22d611ea53bf34237cb6024 
 
Moon for sale- https://www.kidsnews.com.au/space/footballsized-chunk-of-the-moon-
for-sale/news-story/ed81522832c993d35bdd1347634bb59b 
 

Writing Continue the COVID-19 writing reflection task from Day One. 

Maths Warm Up:  Continue with the times tables colouring-in sheet. 
 
Activity: Today’s worded problems might involve multiplication, division, subtraction or 
addition. Remember to think about what you need to do, and in what order you need to 
do it, to work out the answer. 
 
There are 2 sets, have a look at the questions and then choose the set that you think is 
most suited to your level. 
 
Set A 
In the school library, there are 52 reference books, 150 non-fiction books and 329 fiction 
books. Each student can borrow up to 3 fiction books and 2 non-fictions books at the same 
time.  
 
1. How many books are there in total? 
 
2. There are 4 shelves for reference books. To place the reference books equally among 
the shelves, how many reference books should be put on each shelf? 
 
3. 118 fiction books are on loan. How many are left in the library? 
 
4. What is the maximum number of books that 4 students can borrow together? 
 
5. In the library, there are desks with 6 chairs at each desk. If there are 36 chairs, how 
many desks are there? 
 
6. Write the number sentence that fits this: “There are a total of 12 bookcases in the 
library with 8 shelves each. There are 96 shelves in total.” 
 
 
 
 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/researchers-discover-stone-juggling-is-more-than-just-playtime-for-hungry-otters/news-story/0627fd2ea22d611ea53bf34237cb6024
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/researchers-discover-stone-juggling-is-more-than-just-playtime-for-hungry-otters/news-story/0627fd2ea22d611ea53bf34237cb6024
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/researchers-discover-stone-juggling-is-more-than-just-playtime-for-hungry-otters/news-story/0627fd2ea22d611ea53bf34237cb6024
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/space/footballsized-chunk-of-the-moon-for-sale/news-story/ed81522832c993d35bdd1347634bb59b
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/space/footballsized-chunk-of-the-moon-for-sale/news-story/ed81522832c993d35bdd1347634bb59b
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Set B 
 
288 planes take off from an airport each day. 
 
1. The airport opens for 12 hours each day. How many planes take off from the airport in 
each hour?  
 
2. On average, each plane takes 240 passengers and 12 tons of cargo. How many 
passengers depart from the airport every hour?  
 
3. The airport has three terminals, and the planes are spread evenly among all 3. How 
many passengers depart from each terminal each hour? 
 
4. June 10th is foggy, and 96 planes are grounded due to the bad weather. How many 
planes take off from each terminal on this date? 
 
Extension Questions: 
Write an equation using “x” and then solve the equation. On New Year’s Eve, there were 
7,580 tons of cargo loaded in the morning. In the afternoon, there were x tons of cargo. 
The total weight of cargo loaded on the day weighed 12,997 tons. 
 

BQT During the week you should have watched some videos about the original owners of the 
land, their culture, past important events and what Australia is doing today to mend 
relationships and assist in reconciliation amongst Aboriginal people and Torres Strait 
Islanders and other Australians.  
 
Task: Select ONE of the historical events that you have  found out about this week, e.g. the 
Wave Hill walk off, The Freedom Ride, Sorry Day etc and create a timeline. 
 
Example -  
 

 
 
The timeline needs to include where this event sits amongst other important events that 
have happened in Australian history, and information that you think is important for all 
people to know. 
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Decorate and illustrate your work to assist with it becoming an eye catching information 
piece for people who didn’t get to watch the videos. 

Music This week we are going to spend time reflecting on each other’s work and practise 
reviewing musical works. 
 Task; 

-          Select one piece of work that you have completed this term in Music 
and you are really proud of; it might be your soundscapes, jingles, a 
review or any task you enjoyed in Music. 

-          Post it in Google Classroom onto the main class stream for Music. 
-          Write a short explanation of your task; What was the assignment and 

what are you proud of? What would you fix for next time? What did you 
enjoy while doing this task? 

-          Look through your classmates’ work and give them a short reflection; 
What did you love about their work? What did you notice that was 
interesting? 

-          Remember to be positive and encouraging with the feedback that you 
give. 
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Day 5 

Reading 
 

Paraphrase It! 
Read the three paragraphs below. Choose ONE to paraphrase in your own words. Write 
your re-written paragraph in your workbook. 

 
 

 

Writing Finish the COVID-19 writing reflection task from Day One. Make sure you have revised and 
edited your work using the ARMS and CUPS strategies from last week. 
 
OPTIONAL: Try a 5 to 10 minute quick write for your Writer’s Notebook. Choose any topic 
you like. Imagine you are sitting around the campfire as you write….. 
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5 minutes of crackling fire: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2u5wb95amg 

Maths Warm Up:  Continue with the times tables colouring-in sheet. 
 
Activity: 3 to Win! 
 
How to Play: 

Materials Needed: 

10 counters (or similar) in one colour and 10 in another 

2 six sided dice (or write out the numbers 1-6 on slips of paper x 2) 

‘3 to Win’ game board (resource 1 below) 

Instructions: 

On your turn, roll two dice (or choose 2 slips of paper). 

You must choose to add, subtract or multiply the numbers. 

Once you make your choice, say the number sentence aloud and place your counter over 

the answer. 

The other player takes their turn (or you can get a teddy to be your partner and you can help 

them play!) 

If you roll a double (or pick two of the same number slips), you can cover a pirate picture of 

your choice. 

If you cannot place your marker, you lose your turn. 

First player to get three counters in a row (vertically, horizontally or diagonally) wins! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2u5wb95amg
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STEAM Design a Parachute 
 

Think about what you have seen floating or falling from the air. 
 

Did any of these things below come to mind? 

  
What do you notice about the designs? Are there any common features?  

 
Make a list of factors that you think are important to make something float in the air. 

 
 

Parachutes 
A parachute is a device that slows down an object when falling through the atmosphere. 
They have been used in wars to deliver supplies, equipment and people. Parachutes have 

also been used to return space capsules back to Earth safely.  
 

Optional: Research how they work to help with your 
own design. 

 
 
TASK: Design a parachute that will safely land on the 
ground with the least amount of impact. Your 
parachute will need to carry an object (egg, lego 
figurine, pebble - whatever you want) in the air and 
transport them to the ground without damage or 
falling out. 

 
Before construction, research and plan your design. Think about materials, size, weight, 
thickness, shape etc. Then test, test, test! You will not always get it perfect the first time, 
so go back and revise your design if you need to. 
 
A good idea is to video your test runs so that you can re-watch and make any adjustments. 
Once you are happy, take a picture/video of your parachute in action. 

Drama 
Family Time Activities 

 Learn the Cha Cha slide dance 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JXHa5mM8b0 

Family Time Activities- As school will return soon, you might like to play some family games 
for drama this week. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JXHa5mM8b0
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Play “Instant Talent Show” - Go around your house and put a bunch of fun things in a box. 
Items such as: a cape, silly hats, a kazoo, a pool noodle, some sort of cane/stick or pole, a 
fake microphone, a top hat, a wig, a clown nose, a feather boa, a book of jokes. Pick a 
room in your house where you can have a stage area. Gather your family and friends. Start 
by asking everyone what kind of things they’ve seen in a talent show. This helps everyone 
feel creative. Let people use things from the box or around the house. Give everyone ten 
minutes to come up with something to perform!  

Counting to ten as a family - The entire family must count to 10 together. BUT, only one 
person at a time may call out a number. If two or more people speak at once, the family 
must start at the beginning again. Don’t cheat and try and come up with a system! See if 
your family can get all the way to ten by intuition alone. (Optional: talk about what 
intuition is, and have a family discussion about how it can help you at the end of the 
game.) 

Word association game - Players sit in a circle. Have someone start with a word, any word. 
Then, go around the circle, each person saying what the previous person’s word reminded 
him or her of. For example: cat, dog, pet, fleas, litter box, vet, shots, doctor, hospital, 
nurse, patient, sick, crazy, weird, wonderful, great, fun, play, theatre, act, actress. End with 
the person who started. 

Family News Broadcast - Come up with a list of news topics such as: headline news, 
weather, sports, crime, entertainment, politics, gardening tips etc. Write down the topics 
and put them in a hat. Each family member draws a topic and has about ten minutes to 
come up with a family-related story to report based on that topic. For instance, if a person 
chooses ‘crime’, he/she could report on the recent disappearance of all of the fresh-baked 
cookies from the kitchen. When everyone is ready, family members take turns being the 
‘news anchor’ reporting their story. 

World’s Greatest Questions - In pairs, family members take turns asking each other one of 
these questions. Then they switch partners. Continue the game until everybody in the 
family has answered all of the questions for each other. 

• If you were to choose a new name, what would it be? 

• If you could take a vacation anywhere in the world, where would you go? 

• If you could turn into an animal right now, what would you be and why? 

• If you had a million dollars, what is the first thing you would buy? 

• What is the greatest thing that ever happened to you? 

• If you had one wish, what would you wish for…except more wishes? 

• If you could have one magical power, what would it be?  
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Day 5 Resources 

Resource 1  - Maths ‘3 to Win’ Game Board 

 


